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MEDIA OUTLET: Sun Sentinel 
HEADLINE: Ousted Hallandale Beach Mayor Joy Cooper appears in court 
BYLINE: David Fleshler 
 
LINK: http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/hallandale/fl-sb-joy-cooper-arrest-hearing-
20180301-story.html 
 
STORY: Joy Cooper, the suspended Hallandale Beach mayor facing three felony charges and serious 
prison time, is due in court Friday for arraignment. 
 
Gov. Rick Scott removed her from office the day after her Jan. 25 arrest. 
 
If Cooper is acquitted before her term ends in 2020, she can return to the dais as mayor, a post she has 
held since 2005. 
 
Cooper, 57, has been charged with money laundering, official misconduct and exceeding the limit on 
campaign finance contributions -- felony charges that each carry a maximum five-year sentence. She 
also has been charged with soliciting contributions in a government building, a first-degree 
misdemeanor with a one-year maximum sentence. 
 
The day of her arrest, Cooper issued a prepared statement saying, “I can assure you that I will vigorously 
fight these allegations in court.” 
 
According to a high-ranking official at City Hall, Cooper cleared out her office the night before reporting 
to the Main Jail in downtown Fort Lauderdale on the morning of Jan. 25. 
 
The mayor met with men she thought were wealthy developers from California, court documents say. 
They were actually undercover FBI agents pretending to seek political favor for a project in Hallandale 
Beach. 
 
Cooper is accused of accepting $5,000 in political campaign contributions funneled to her through Alan 
Koslow, a once prominent attorney who has since been disbarred after a conviction on federal charges. 
 
Koslow told the undercover agents he had influence with the city commission and “had the vote of the 
mayor,” court documents show. 
 
The agents met with Cooper and Koslow over several months in 2012 and secretly recorded their 
meetings, court records say. Koslow did not become aware his developer pals were FBI agents until 
August 2013 when they confronted him in a Fort Lauderdale hotel room, records show. 
 
During a meeting in July 2012 between Cooper, the undercover agents and Koslow, Cooper was 
recorded saying she and two other commissioners were a “team of three” and could ensure a favorable 
result for their project, according to the arrest affidavit. The meeting took place in City Hall. 
 
“Alan Koslow showed Mayor Cooper a number representing a proposed contribution and asked her if it 
was a good number. She replied ‘No. Add a zero.” Koslow confirmed ‘Three zeros, is that fine?’ and 
Mayor Cooper replied ‘Yes,’” according to the arrest affidavit. 
 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/hallandale/fl-sb-joy-cooper-arrest-hearing-20180301-story.html
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/hallandale/fl-sb-joy-cooper-arrest-hearing-20180301-story.html
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Later that month, Koslow told Cooper she would receive $10,000 in the form of two $5,000 
contributions – one before the August 2012 primary and one after, the records state. 
 
In August 2012, the undercover agents handed Koslow a Dunkin’ Donuts bag filled with $8,000 in cash – 
all in $100 bills, investigators said in court records. 
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MEDIA OUTLET: Sun Sentinel 
HEADLINE: 2nd defendant denies role in murder of Broward Sheriff's deputy 
BYLINE: Rafael Olmeda 
 
LINK: http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fl-sb-tephford-defense-closing-forbes-20180301-
story.html 
 
STORY: The Broward Sheriff’s deputy who survived a deadly ambush nearly 12 years ago said he saw 
one shooter, a lawyer told a Broward jury Thursday. 
 
And that shooter, who killed Deputy Brian Tephford and wounded Deputy Corey Carbocci, was not 
Bernard Forbes, defense attorney Hilliard Moldof said. 
 
In the second day of defense closing arguments, Moldof implied that Forbes’ co-defendant Eloyn 
Ingraham was hiding something from the deputies after Tephford pulled over a Toyota in the parking lot 
of Versailles Gardens, a Tamarac apartment complex parking lot. Ingraham was a passenger in the 
vehicle. 
 
When Carbocci asked Ingraham to identify himself, Ingraham gave a fake name and date of birth. 
 
During his closing argument, Moldof wondered aloud why Ingraham wasn’t more honest with the 
deputy, and why Ingraham would have wanted Tephford dead. 
 
“The nagging question is, why did this happen?” Moldof said. “Why would Mr. Ingraham lie about his 
name and date of birth? Because he knows they [police] are going to go back and look it up.” 
 
Defense for first of 3 defendants makes argument to jury he's not guilty in cop killing 
Moldof did not speculate as to what Ingraham might have thought police would find, but Ingraham’s 
lawyer protested and asked for a mistrial. A potential motive for the ambush has not been addressed at 
the trial — Ingraham was a suspect in other crimes, and investigators later tied him and Forbes to a 
kidnapping and robbery of a Tamarac clothing store weeks before the Tephford murder. 
 
But because Ingraham and Forbes were acquitted of the kidnapping and robbery charges and neither 
was charged in other crimes, Broward Circuit Judge Paul Backman has not allowed attorneys to answer 
the question of why the defendants would have been willing to kill cops. 
 
That didn’t stop Moldof from asking the question, however, leaving it to the jury to wonder why 
Ingraham gave Carbocci a fake name. 
 
Prosecutor Mike Satz argued earlier this week that Ingraham called Forbes and a third co-defendant, 
Andre Delancy, during the traffic stop. Two shooters were responsible for the carnage, according to a 
prosecution expert who testified during the trial that opened in June and wrapped up testimony in late 
January. 
 
But Carbocci mentioned only one shooter in his testimony. Moldof has said he doesn’t have to prove 
who the shooter was as long as he can demonstrate that it wasn’t his client. 
 
Closing arguments begin in trial of accused killers of Broward Sherrif's deputy Brian Tephford 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fl-sb-tephford-defense-closing-forbes-20180301-story.html
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fl-sb-tephford-defense-closing-forbes-20180301-story.html
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That was the thrust of his closing argument Thursday. 
 
Delancy’s lawyer, H. Dohn Williams, gave his closing argument on Wednesday, pointing the finger at 
Forbes as the likely shooter. 
 
Ingraham’s lawyer, Daniel Aaronson, will be the last defense lawyer to address the jury after Moldof 
completes his closing argument on Monday. 
 
Satz will then get up to another day to deliver a rebuttal argument. Jurors won’t get the case until next 
Thursday at the earliest, Backman has said. 
 
The jury will be sequestered once deliberations begin. The defendants face the death penalty if 
convicted. 
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MEDIA OUTLET: Miami Herald 
HEADLINE: Deputies were told to set up ‘perimeter’ around Parkland shooting. That’s not the training 
BYLINE: Wanda J. Demarzo and Nicholas Nehamas 
 
LINK: http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/broward/article203015289.html 
 
STORY: The Broward Sheriff’s Office captain who initially took charge of the chaotic scene at a Parkland 
high school where 17 people were killed told deputies to form a perimeter around the deadly scene — 
which they did instead of going in to confront the shooter, according to a partial BSO dispatch log 
obtained by the Miami Herald. 
 
Capt. Jan Jordan, commander of BSO’s Parkland district, gave the order, the log shows, identifying her by 
her police call sign. 
 
Broward Sheriff Scott Israel has said BSO training and nationwide active-shooter procedure call for 
armed law enforcement officers to confront shooters immediately rather than secure a scene. 
 
The document raises fresh questions about the department’s handling of the mass shooting at Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School on Feb. 14. 
 
 
Before being appointed to command Parkland, Jordan was assigned to BSO’s civil division, which serves 
subpoenas and injunctions, according to her online biography. She was previously with the Fort 
Lauderdale Police Department, where Israel also worked. 
 
BSO did not directly dispute that Jordan issued a stand-down order. Nor did the agency confirm it. 
 
“If detectives had answers to all of the questions, then there would be no need for an investigation,” 
BSO spokeswoman Veda Coleman-Wright wrote in an email late Thursday night. 
 
Israel has already publicly lambasted one deputy, Scot Peterson, who did not enter a Stoneman Douglas 
building where Nikolas Cruz mowed down students and staff. Three other BSO deputies were also 
stationed outside the school, according to CNN. Coral Springs police officers were the first law 
enforcement to enter the building, about four minutes after Cruz left the school, Israel said on the cable 
network. 
 
Time stamps were not visible on the log of calls to BSO dispatch obtained by the Herald. But a fuller 
version shared earlier with Fox News shows the shooting — which lasted roughly six minutes — would 
have been over by the time of Jordan’s order. 
 
Cruz’s gun is reported to have jammed during the shooting, causing him to flee the scene and possibly 
ending his deadly rampage earlier than he intended. 
 
Still, he should have been confronted by deputies as soon as they arrived, Israel has said. 
 
Peterson, who resigned last week but is defending his actions, was trained to have “killed the killer,” 
Israel has said. 
 

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/broward/article203015289.html
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BSO has generally refused to answer questions about how the shooting was handled, citing an ongoing 
internal investigation, and is examining the conduct of its deputies and commanders. The Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement has also been tasked with investigating. 
 
Israel did not return a phone call Thursday. Jordan could not be reached. 
 
She is one of three finalists for the police chief job in Tequesta, according to the Palm Beach Post. 
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MEDIA OUTLET: NBC Miami (Channel 6) 
HEADLINE: Order for Perimeter Came After Stoneman Douglas Shooting Ended: Report 
BYLINE: NBC Miami 
 
LINK: https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/Order-for-Perimeter-Came-After-Stoneman-Douglas-
Shooting-Ended-Report-475666063.html 
 
STORY: A sheriff's office captain told deputies to form a perimeter instead of confronting the gunman at 
a Florida high school where 17 people were killed in a mass shooting, according to documents obtained 
by the Miami Herald. 
 
The newspaper reported late Thursday that it had obtained a partial Broward Sheriff's Office dispatch 
log, which showed that Capt. Jan Jordan gave the order for deputies to establish a perimeter. 
 
An earlier report on the call logs published by Fox News showed that the shooting at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School would have been over by the time Jordan gave her order. 
 
However, the log may raise fresh questions about the department's handling of the mass shooting on 
Feb. 14, including whether police could have gone in sooner to help the wounded. 
 
"If detectives had answers to all of the questions, then there would be no need for an investigation," 
sheriff's office spokeswoman Veda Coleman-Wright wrote in an email to the Herald late Thursday. 
 
Sheriff Scott Israel has said his office's training and nationwide active-shooter procedure call for armed 
law enforcement officers to confront shooters immediately rather than secure a scene. He has blasted 
Deputy Scot Peterson, the school's resource officer, for not entering the school building while 19-year-
old former student Nikolas Cruz was shooting. 
 
Israel told CNN that Coral Springs Police were the first law enforcement officers to enter the building, 
about four minutes after Cruz left the school. 
 
Peterson resigned and has defended his actions. 
 
The sheriff's office has not responded to requests for the logs from The Associated Press. The agency 
and the Florida Department of Law Enforcement are investigating the actions of officers responding to 
the shooting. 
  

https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/Order-for-Perimeter-Came-After-Stoneman-Douglas-Shooting-Ended-Report-475666063.html
https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/Order-for-Perimeter-Came-After-Stoneman-Douglas-Shooting-Ended-Report-475666063.html
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MEDIA OUTLET: FOX Miami (Channel 7) 
HEADLINE: Florida police chief tells officers to ‘quit now’ if they wouldn’t ‘run towards the gunfire’ 
BYLINE: FOX Miami 
 
LINK: https://wsvn.com/news/local/florida-police-chief-tells-officers-to-quit-now-if-they-wouldnt-run-
towards-the-gunfire/ 
 
STORY: ATLANTIC BEACH, Fla. (WSVN) — A police chief in north Florida is getting praise on social media 
after calling on officers to quit if they weren’t willing to run toward gunfire. 
 
Atlantic Beach Police Chief Michelle Cook posted the comment on Twitter after Broward Sheriff Scott 
Israel’s press conference where he revealed the School Resource Deputy at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
High School “never went in” to the building where a gunman killed 17 students and teachers on Feb. 14. 
 
“If you are a police officer and you think to yourself for even one second that you will not be able to run 
towards the gunfire… please quit now,” Cook wrote. 
 
Cook’s tweet noted that she wouldn’t be mad if one of her officers decided to quit the force since 
“innocent lives depend on us to act.” 
 
Her post prompted a flurry of praise on Twitter from current and former law enforcement officers, and 
had thousands of likes and retweets. 
 
In response to a comment saying no one person can stop an AR-15, Cook wrote, “He can at least engage 
the bad guy and give innocent people a chance to escape. The best practice active shooter response 
being taught now is make entry asap.” 
 
On her Twitter profile, Cook notes that, in addition to being the police chief, she is also an active shooter 
incident management trainer. 
 
Former BSO deputy and Stoneman Douglas School Resource Officer Scot Peterson released a statement 
through his attorney on Monday, claiming he was no coward and “acted appropriately” during the 
shooting. 
  

https://wsvn.com/news/local/florida-police-chief-tells-officers-to-quit-now-if-they-wouldnt-run-towards-the-gunfire/
https://wsvn.com/news/local/florida-police-chief-tells-officers-to-quit-now-if-they-wouldnt-run-towards-the-gunfire/
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MEDIA OUTLET: FOX News 
HEADLINE: Commanding officer initially ordered responding deputies to 'stage' not enter Stoneman 
Douglas, sources say 
BYLINE: Matt Finn 
 
LINK: http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/28/commanding-officer-initially-ordered-responding-
deputies-to-stage-not-enter-stoneman-douglas-sources-say.html 
 
STORY: Fox News has learned that in the critical moments as first responding deputies were searching 
for an active shooter on the property of Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school, a commanding officer 
on scene apparently ordered some of the initial responders to “stage” and set up a “perimeter” outside 
-- instead of immediately ordering or allowing officers to rush in to neutralize the suspect, Nikolas Cruz. 
 
“It’s atrocious,” a law enforcement source who was on the scene after the shooting told Fox News. “If 
deputies were staging it could have cost lives.” 
 
The law enforcement source said responding deputies and officers were called to an active shooter 
scene in which they are trained to immediately “go, go, go” toward the direction of the shooter. “Every 
second is another life,” the source said. 
 
The Broward County Sherrif’s Office policy on active shooters indicates responding deputies may enter 
the building to preserve life without permission. That remains the priority until various objectives are 
met such as the shooter being detained. The policy does not appear to list staging -- setting up an area 
to keep first responders safe before police secure a violent scene -- or a perimeter as an immediate 
priority. 
 
However, two law enforcement officials said the call for staging or a perimeter might not have been a 
bad call because staging and a perimeter eventually has to happen during most emergency situations 
and the commanding officer might have had information the rest of the crews did not. 
 
Fox News spoke to Carla Kmiotek, a sergeant for the Coral Springs Fire Department who said she was 
one of the first responding officers to the scene on February 14. Kmiotek says an active shooter call is 
“multifaceted when discussing tactics and scene command. Our officers are trained to respond and 
immediately press to the threat.” 
 
However, Kmiotek said, “Setting up a perimeter and incident command is a necessary element of the 
response... determined from the intelligence known as the event is unfolding.” 
 
Fox News has repeatedly reached out to the Broward County Sheriff’s office — which was the 
commanding agency that day — for comment on the timeline of the shooting and also on the 
allegations of bad commands from any commanding officer. In an email, a BSO spokesperson wrote that 
the case remained active and ongoing and that no additional details were being released, per a Florida 
statute. 
 
The Florida Department of Law Enforcement is investigating all of the responding agencies and timeline 
of the day of the shooting. Fox News asked the FDLE about the specific allegations of bad commands or 
a pre-mature order to stage. In an email, an FDLE spokesperson wrote that its “review is active” and 
could not comment on the allegations. 

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/28/commanding-officer-initially-ordered-responding-deputies-to-stage-not-enter-stoneman-douglas-sources-say.html
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/28/commanding-officer-initially-ordered-responding-deputies-to-stage-not-enter-stoneman-douglas-sources-say.html
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One ranking Florida official close to the investigation told Fox News he and some of his colleagues have 
heard claims that some of the first responders at Stoneman Douglas were stalled getting inside because 
of bad commands. 
 
Another source with close ties to a county and city official told Fox News a few of the responding 
officers on scene were very frustrated and one was brought to tears over the law enforcement 
response. 
 
Kmiotek would not estimate or speculate how many officers were already on scene or how many had 
made it into the school when the stage and command orders were given. “When we are able to release 
our timeline in compliance with the investigation we will,” she said. 
 
Would the video release benefit the investigation? Former homicide detective Ted Williams and former 
Nashville police officer Vincent Hill weigh in. 
 
What appears to corroborate all of the sources’ allegations of bad commands is a portion of the 
February 14 dispatch log obtained by Fox News that appears to indicate there were several orders for 
crews to stage and form a perimeter. The logs appeared to indicate that at the same time these 
commands were given, law enforcement still had not located the active shooter and even a responding 
air crew refused to take off — apparently in fear of being shot down — because it was not established 
the shooter was in custody. 
 
One law enforcement source said it still was an “extremely” active shooter situation since authorities 
had not located the shooter and critical emergency aircrews were not taking off. The source said 
deputies and police should be have been rushing in to neutralize the threat versus staging or setting up 
a perimeter. 
 
Jeff Bell, the president of the Broward County Sheriff's Deputies Association, said it wasn't clear how 
many officers were already on the scene or in the school when the first perimeter and stage command 
came out. But Bell says unless “50” officers were already inside then it was a bad command to order 
staging. “If that is the correct log at ten minutes, that we were more concerned with the perimeter than 
finding the shooter, it was a bad command. It could have stalled our officers or cost lives.” 
 
Bell said he estimates the dispatch log obtained by Fox News is 99 percent accurate. 
 
According to multiple reports and police information, Nikolas Cruz entered Building 12 on the campus of 
Marjory Stoneman around 2:21 p.m. and began firing. Law enforcement tells Fox News the shooting 
lasted about seven and a half minutes. 
 
According to a portion of the dispatch log, there was a call that came in at 2:23 p.m. from a female 
student about shots fired. 
 
At 2:25 p.m., more “SHOTS FIRED” were recorded by responding officers or witnesses. 
 
At 2:26 p.m., the log indicated another call came in advising the shooting was coming from “THE 1200 
BLDG.” 
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At 2:26:56 p.m., Cruz was still firing, according to units on scene. “UNITS ADV SHOTS FIRED” the log 
read. 
 
At 2:29 p.m., the log indicated responding officers did not know where Cruz was. “UKNOWN SHOOTER 
LOCATION,” the log read. 
 
At 2:30 another active shooter call was logged, that a mother of a student advised, “HE HEARD SHOTS 
FIRED HE IS IN 11th GRADE IN A MATH CLASS UNK ROOM NUMBER.” 
 
At this point, eleven minutes after it was believed Cruz first opened fire, the log indicated one of the 
commanding officers started ordering responding officers to begin forming a perimeter, which one law 
enforcement source said would go against all training to first neutralize the threat. 
 
At 2:32 p.m., the dispatch call log indicated the first command to form a perimeter was issued, 
“17S1…NEED PERIMETER.” 
 
Sources told Fox News the 17S1 insignia on the log that day is important because it is the insignia, or 
code, for who was making the commands. 17S1 stands for 17 Sierra One. 
 
A short while later, as the dispatch log indicated the whereabouts of the shooter was unknown; the first 
command to “stage” apparently was given. 
 
2:34:48 p.m., “17S1 STAGE SIDE SAWGRASS.” 
 
Then, three minutes after that staging order, the log indicated the scene was still active as emergency 
aircrews indicated they would not go because it hadn’t been confirmed the shooter was in custody. 
 
2:38 p.m., “AIR RESCUE ADVISED NOT LAUNCING UNTIL CONFIRMED SUBJ IS IN CUSTODY,” the log read. 
 
At 2:47 p.m., 15 minutes after the first command to form a perimeter was issued and 13 minutes after 
the first command to stage was issued, the log indicated the SWAT team entered the school. 
 
At 3:02 p.m., the log apparently indicated the 20-minute delay in surveillance that law enforcement was 
using to track down Cruz. “20 MIN DELAY FROM CAMERA HE EXITED THE BUILDING RUNNING SOUTH,” 
the log stated. 
 
At 3:03 p.m. the log stated, “VIDEO SHOWS HE POSS MIXED WITH KIDS.” 
 
At 3:10 the log indicated Nikolas Cruz has been identified by a baseball coach, “POSS STUDENT 
NICHOLAS CRUSE 43 FROM BASEBALL COACH.” 
 
At 3:16 the log indicated Cruz was identified again. “UNIT ADV ON DISPATCH 11A THAT THE SUBJ IS 
POSS A WM NAMED NICHOLAS CRUZ, WM LSAW A BURG SHIRT, BLK SHORTS, WAS LAST SEEN ON S/E 
END OF THE SCHOOL…” the log stated. 
 
Eventually, Cruz was apprehended near the school. He is currently in custody. 
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The Florida House has subpoenaed responding law enforcement agencies and the Broward County 
Public schools for records related to the shooting for its own investigation. 


